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This article presents two studies that examine the hypothesis that obsessiveecompulsive (OC) tenden-
cies are associated with a general deficiency in subjective conviction, which leads to seeking and reliance
on external proxies to compensate for that deficiency. We examined this hypothesis using a biofeedback-
aided relaxation procedure. In Study 1 low OC participants performed better on a relaxation task than
high OC participants. More importantly, viewing the biofeedback monitor (an external proxy for the
internal state of relaxation) had a different effect on the two groups: Whereas high OC participants
performed better, low OC participants did not. In addition, when given the opportunity, high OC
participants requested the biofeedback monitor more than did the low OC participants. In Study 2 high
OC participants were more affected by false biofeedback when judging their level of relaxation compared
to low OC participants. Real relaxation level differences between the two false biofeedback phases among
the two groups were not found. These results provide preliminary support for the hypothesis that
obsessiveecompulsive disorder is associated with deficient subjective conviction in internal states and
increased reliance on external proxies. Implications for the understanding of OCD-related rules and
rituals as well as for cognitive therapy for OCD are discussed.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
One of the principal symptoms of OCD is persistent and malig-
nant doubt, which is often followed by compulsive checking
(American Psychiatric Association, 2000). While these doubts
typically revolve around issues of contamination, aggression, or
safety, several studies demonstrated that they are not limited to
such concerns. It is well established that people with OCD doubt
their memory (e.g., Brown, Kosslyn, Breitler, Baer, & Jenike, 1994;
Dar, 2004; Dar, Rish, Hermesh, Fux, & Taub, 2000; MacDonald,
Antony, MacLeod, & Richter, 1997; Tolin et al., 2001), and recent
studies have broadened this lack of confidence beyond general
memory abilities to include related processes such as decision-
making and concentration abilities (Nedeljkovic & Kyrios, 2007;
Nedeljkovic, Moulding, Kyrios, & Doron, 2009). Other studies have
shown that obsessiveecompulsive (OC) individuals also distrust
their attention, perception and senses (e.g., Hermans et al., 2008;
Hermans, Martens, De Cort, Pieters, & Eelen, 2003; van den Hout,
Engelhard, de Boer, du Bois, & Dek, 2008; van den Hout et al.,
2009). Classic descriptions of OCD have also observed that OCD
patients doubt their own feelings, preferences, comprehension and
other internal states (Janet, 1903; Rapoport, 1989; Reed, 1985;
: þ972 3 6409547.
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Shapiro, 1965). These pervasive doubts are believed to account for
the variety of pathological behaviors typical of OCD, including
excessive self-monitoring, repeated checking, mental reconstruc-
tion, incessant questions and requests for external validation or
reassurance (Dar et al., 2000).

Several models of OCD hypothesize that the pervasive doubts
and related symptoms in this disorder stem from deficient “feeling
of knowing” or “subjective conviction” (Boyer & Lienard, 2006;
Joel & Avisar, 2001; Rapoport, 1989; Reed, 1985; Shapiro, 1965;
Summerfeldt, 2004; Szechtman & Woody, 2004). According to
the classic description by David Shapiro (1965), people with
obsessiveecompulsive (OC) tendencies have “lost the experience
of conviction." These individuals have a diminished ability to
access their own feelings, wishes and preferences directly and
must therefore rely on external indicators to infer these internal
states. To use a metaphor by Shapiro, OC individuals can be
likened to pilots flying at night, who must rely on flight instru-
ments instead of on their own vision. When asked whether they
like someone, believe in something or prefer one thing to another,
most people usually feel that they simply “know” the answer. In
contrast, OC individuals, according to Shapiro, must deduce their
answers from external indicators or base them on general rules or
norms. A similar model was advanced by Reed (1985), who
proposed that the clinical symptoms of OCD should be seen as
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manifestations of a functional impairment in the spontaneous
organization and integration of experience. According to Reed, the
symptoms of OCD patients can be seen as attempts to compensate
for their impaired ability to define and put closure on experiences.
Both Shapiro and Reed suggested that individuals with OCD are
able to function well despite this deficit by using various
compensation strategies, such as adopting rules and norms to
guide their behavior. For example, an obsessiveecompulsive man
may conclude that he must be in love with his partner because she
possesses all the “right” attributes (Shapiro, 1965).

The idea that OCD is related to a disturbance in the subjective
experience of conviction has been adopted in several recentmodels
of OCD. Szechtman andWoody (2004) suggest that OCD is related to
a disturbance in the “feeling of knowing,” defined as "a subjective
conviction functionally separate from knowledge of objective
reality (p. 115).” According to their model, this feeling of knowing
serves as a termination signal to a “security motivation system.” As
OC individuals are unable to generate the feeling state that normally
shuts down the system, they are left in a continuous state of anxiety
and doubt. As a result, they repeat the security-related behavior
over and over again in an attempt to overcome the dysfunctional
feedback mechanism and to eventually dampen the driving
motivation. Summerfeldt (2004) has also used the term “feeling of
knowing” in her account of the OCD-related feeling of incomplete-
ness. According to Summerfeldt, the core of incompleteness in OCD
is a malfunction in an internal signal that usually terminates
behavior by producing a “feeling of knowing”e an emotional indi-
cator that signals to the individual that a satisfactory state has been
achieved. Thus, the OCD individual remains with a tormenting
feeling of incompleteness, continuously trying to get rid of this
feeling, usually by performing different futile acts such as keeping
symmetry, counting and checking. Finally, Boyer and Lienard (2006)
postulated that OCD symptoms are related to the failure of “evolu-
tionary precaution actions,” which are taken in response to the
detection of potential dangers, to trigger “satiety feedback feelings”
that would put an end to the operation of the system.

In line with the models reviewed above, we suggest that OC
symptoms, and in particular doubting and checking, are related to
a reduced sense of subjective conviction. We suggest that this
deficit is not limited to security and safety concerns or to feelings of
incompleteness, but can be relevant to any internal state (Liberman
& Dar, 2009). In addition, the models reviewed above (Boyer &
Lienard, 2006; Summerfeldt, 2004; Szechtman & Woody, 2004) do
not include a mechanism through which OC individuals can
compensate for the missing inner feeling, which they are unable to
generate endogenously. According to our model, in contrast, OC
individuals develop and rely on external “proxies,” defined as
objectively verifiable indicators of internal states, to compensate
for their deficient inner subjective experience (Liberman & Dar,
2009). We further suggest that the reliance on these external
proxies and the tendency of OC individuals tomonitor and question
their own subjective experiences further reduces their confidence
in these experiences. It is well established that checking behavior
has the ironic effect of reducing confidence and increasing doubt
regarding memory (e.g., Ashbaugh & Radomsky, 2007; Radomsky,
Gilchrist, & Dussault, 2006; Tolin et al., 2001; van den Hout &
Kindt, 2003a,b), perception (van den Hout et al., 2008, 2009) and
even general knowledge (Dar, 2004).

We can illustrate the divergence between previous models and
the one proposed here by using compulsive and ritualistic hand
washing as an example. From one point of view, the washing ritual
can be considered a repetitive and futile action emanating from the
inability of the normative washing act to generate an inner feeling
of cleanness, a feeling that would normally shut down the opera-
tion of the security/precaution system. From another point of view,
the washing ritual can be considered an objectively verifiable
indicator (i.e., the external proxy) signaling to the individual that
his hands are clean, thus compensating for his missing internal
feeling of cleanness. To give another example of the current model,
a young OCD patient that was tortured by worries that he did not
fully understand the material he was studying in school. The more
he questioned and attempted tomonitor his level of understanding,
the more his uncertainty grew. To compensate, he developed the
rule that he should know the material by heart. Knowing by heart,
unlike understanding, has an objectively verifiable criterion, and
thus can serve as a proxy for understanding when one does not
have access to his or her internal states.

In the research presented here, we examined this general
hypothesis using a biofeedback-aided relaxation procedure.
Applied biofeedback is a group of therapeutic procedures that uses
electronic or electromechanical instruments to accurately measure,
process, and feedback to users information about their neuro-
muscular and autonomic activity in the form of auditory and/or
visual feedback signals. With the aid of these procedures, users
develop greater awareness of, confidence in, and an increase in
voluntary control over their physiological processes that are
otherwise outside awareness and/or under less voluntary control.
This is achieved by first controlling the external signal, and then by
using cognitions, sensations, or other cues to prevent, stop, or
reduce symptoms (Schwartz & Schwartz, 2003). Thus, the
biofeedback apparatus utilizes external representations of internal
physiological activity as cues for the learning of voluntary control or
modification of the internal activity (Ince, Leon, & Christidis, 1987),
especially when internal cues are not discriminable (Segreto,1995).
This function of the biofeedback apparatus makes it suitable for
examining our model's predictions, as it can be used as an “objec-
tive” verifiable criterion for the participant (i.e., an external proxy)
for the subjective and vague state of relaxation.

In the studies presented in this paper we employed a sample of
extreme high and low scorers on a measure of OCD. There is
abundant evidence as to the similarity in content and type of OC
phenomena across clinical and non-clinical populations (e.g.,
Rachman & de Silva, 1978; Salkovskis & Harrison, 1984). Further-
more, the use of non-clinical or sub-clinical populations in OCD
research is a common practice that has produced useful and valu-
able insights regarding many aspects of this disorder (e.g., Amir,
Freshman, Ramsey, Neary, & Brigidi, 2001; Gibbs, 1996: Hajack,
Huppert, Simons, & Foa, 2004; Nedeljkovic & Kyrios, 2007;
Nedeljkovic et al., 2009; Rachman & de Silva, 1978; Salkovskis &
Harrison, 1984; Soref, Dar, Argov, & Meiran, 2008).

The two studies presented below examined the hypothesis that
OC tendencies are associated with deficiency in feeling of knowing
or subjective conviction and increased seeking of and reliance on
objectively verifiable cues and proxies. In Study 1 we examined the
hypothesis that participants with high OC tendencies, compared to
thosewith lowOC tendencies, would rely on and benefit more from
external objective feedback inattaininga state of relaxation. InStudy
2 we examined the hypothesis that OC tendencies would be related
to reliance on self-perception processes in inferring internal states.
Specifically, wepredicted that participantswith highOC tendencies,
compared to thosewith lowOC tendencies, would bemore strongly
influenced by false feedback regarding their state of relaxation.

Study 1 e Reliance on the biofeedback screen in achieving
relaxation

As detailed above, we hypothesize that OC tendencies are
related to a reduced sense of subjective conviction and that this
leads OC individuals to develop and rely on external “proxies” to
compensate for their deficient inner subjective experience
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(Liberman & Dar, 2009). This implies that high OC individuals, as
compared with low OC individuals, should performmore poorly on
tasks inwhich they are asked to attain an inner subjective feeling or
state. Moreover, external proxies should improve the performance
of high OC individuals more than that of lowOC individuals on such
tasks, as for the latter group the proxies are unnecessary and might
even distract them from attending to their internal states. Finally,
our model implies that when given the opportunity, high OC
individuals, as compared with low OC individuals, would be more
likely to request external proxies for their internal states.

In this first study, we predicted that the high OC group, as
compared with the low OC group, will perform more poorly on
a relaxation task, which relies on subjective internal cues. We also
predicted that viewing a biofeedbackmonitor during the relaxation
task would improve the performance of the high OC group more
than theperformance of the lowOCgroup. Finally,wepredicted that
when given the opportunity, the high OC participants, as compared
to the lowOCparticipants, will bemore inclined to request feedback
for their performance from the biofeedback monitor.

Method

Participants

Four hundred and two psychology students (284 women,
118 men) at Tel-Aviv University were screened with the
ObsessiveeCompulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R; Foa et al.,
2002; see Measures below). We invited students who scored at
the top and bottom of the distribution for participation in this
study, with a cut off score of 23 for high OC participants and a cut
off score of 4 for low OC participants. We chose the total OCI-R
score of participants over the checking subscale score in creating
our two groups in line with previous studies examining differ-
ences among diagnostic groups, which have found the total score
of the OCI-R to be better than the checking subscale score at
differentiating OCD patients from non-anxious or anxious
controls (Foa et al., 2002). The correlation between the total OCI-
R score and the checking subscale score in our sample was .73
(p< .05). The final sample included 44 students (M age¼ 22.7
years, SD¼ 1.71, range¼ 20e28 years): Twenty two (17 women
and 5 men) with high OC tendencies (M¼ 36.5, SD¼ 7.53) and 22
(17 women and 5 men) with low OC tendencies (M¼ 2.18,
SD¼ 1.13), t(42)¼ 21.12, p< .001. The scores in the high OC group
ranged between 23 and 48, and in the low OC group between
0 and 4. For comparison, the mean OCI-R for OCD patients in Foa
et al. (2002) was 28.01 (SD¼ 13.53) with a cutoff score of 21 for
differentiating OCD patients from non-anxious controls, and 18
for differentiation from anxious controls. In a previous study in
our laboratory (Reuven-Magril, Dar, & Liberman, 2008) the mean
OCI-R for OCD patients was 29.22 (SD¼ 15.22). The two groups
differed significantly (p< .001) on all the subscales of the OCI-R.
None of the participants had prior experience with biofeedback.
Participants signed an informed consent and received course
credit for participation.

Apparatus

Autonomic arousal level was measured by a biofeedback
apparatus (Prorelax interactive program, version 4.0, Mindlife,
Jerusalem, Israel), earlier versions of which were shown in previous
studies to provide reliable measures of autonomic arousal levels in
various clinical contexts (Leahy, Clayman, Mason, Lloyd, & Epstein,
1998; Nagai, Goldstein, Fenwick, & Trimble, 2004; Shapiro,
Melmed, Sgan-Cohen, Eli, & Parush, 2007; Yahav & Cohen, 2008).
Monitoring was done by two Velcro strapped electrodes applied to
the fingertips of the second and forth digits of the right hand.
Electrodes were connected to a sensor and the data was trans-
mitted through infrared telemetry to a receiver, which was
connected to a laptop computer. An isolated skin conductance
coupler applied a constant 0.5 V potential across the electrode pair.
The finger sensors measured the galvanic skin response (GSR) e

electrical changes in the skin that are affected by sweat gland
activity in response to physical, emotional andmental states (Leahy
et al., 1998; Nagai et al., 2004; Shapiro et al., 2007; Yahav & Cohen,
2008). The GSR changes were reflected on the computer screen as
a moving red dot, which creates a continuous line graph in
numerical data. An upward movement of the dot signaled an
autonomic arousal trend, whereas a downward movement of the
dot signaled an autonomic de-arousal trend.

Measures

Obsessiveecompulsive tendencies
Obsessiveecompulsive tendencies were measured by the

ObsessiveeCompulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R; Foa et al., 2002).
The OCI-R lists 18 characteristic symptoms of OCD. Each symptom
is followed by a 4- point Likert scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4
(extremely), on which participants indicate the symptom's preva-
lence during the last month. The OCI-R has been shown to have
good validity, test-retest reliability and internal consistency in both
clinical (Foa et al., 2002) and non-clinical samples (Hajack et al.,
2004). Cronbach's alpha of the OCI-R in our sample was .87,
which is identical to the figure reported in previous studies with
college samples (Hajack et al., 2004; Soref et al., 2008).

Level of relaxation
One of the physiological processes commonly associated with

overarousal is the galvanic skin response (GSR), which results from
sympathetic modulation of skin sweat glands secretions, a function
particularly relevant to arousal states (Andreassi, 2000). Thus, GSR is
an accessible and sensitive index of peripheral sympathetic nervous
activity, reflecting peripheral autonomic change (Nagai et al., 2004),
and can serve as a sensitiveway ofmonitoring autonomic responses
to external and/or internal stimuli (Shapiro et al., 2007). One
measure of GSR autonomic response which has been widely
employed in previous studies as a physiological correlate of arousal
or anxiety and relaxation levels is GSR nonspecific activity or
spontaneous GSR (e.g., Ashcroft, Guimaraes, Wang, & Deakin, 1991;
Hensman, Guimaraes, Wang, & Deakin, 1991; Katkin, 1965, 1966;
Katkin & McCubbin, 1969; Orme-Johnson, 1973). This measure is
defined as measurable fluctuations in skin resistance that occurs in
the absence of specific stimulation (Katkin, 1965, 1966; Orme-
Johnson, 1973). Consistent with previous studies, level of relaxa-
tion in this study was measured by calculating the total number of
spontaneous or nonspecific GSR fluctuations each participant
exhibited during the relaxation task, so that lower scores indicate
amore relaxed state. As in previous studies, a spontaneous GSRwas
defined as a sudden decrease in skin resistance of at least 10 GSR
units followed by a recovery of resistance. Only spontaneous GSR
fluctuations which occurred independently of outside noise or
participant's physical movement were scored. We also chose this
measure because it enables more control over irrelevant interfer-
ences such as outside noise or physical movements, which greatly
affect other biofeedback relaxation measures.

Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a small and quiet room.
The study included four phases, 5-min each. Before each phase
participants were instructed to “try to relax deeply” while being
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monitored by the biofeedback apparatus. They were also asked to
refrain from talking or moving as much as possible during the
different phases. Before the first phase participants were told to try
to relax deeply. Nothing was explained about the biofeedback
apparatus and participants were not able to view its monitor, which
was turned away from them. After the first phase, participants
received a brief explanation as to the general nature and function of
the biofeedback apparatus. They were told that a downward
movement of the line signals an increase in relaxation, whereas an
upward movement of the line signals a decrease in relaxation. This
explanationwas followed by a 2-min “self-discovery” during which
participants were able to familiarize themselves with the appa-
ratus, with no specific instructions. Subsequently, participants were
again instructed to relax deeply for 5-min at a time, first while
viewing the biofeedback monitor (second phase) and then without
viewing the monitor (third phase).

Before the fourth and final phase participants were told that at
several points during the 5-min period the experimenter would
offer them a chance to view the biofeedback monitor for a few
seconds each time, so that they could see their progress and current
state, but that it might affect their level of arousal. Participants were
offered the choice of whether or not to view the monitor at five
points during this phase (at 30, 90, 150, 210 and 270 seconds from
the beginning of the phase). At those points the experimenter
asked “interested?” and participants were to nod if they chose to
view the monitor and to withhold response if they chose not to.
When choosing to view the monitor the experimenter rotated the
biofeedback monitor for a few seconds toward the participant and
then turned it back again. Each of the four phases was followed by
a 3-min interval of watching a screen saver on the monitor, in order
to permit the participant's arousal level to return to its baseline
level before proceeding to the next phase.

During each of the first three phases we measured the sponta-
neous GSR fluctuations of each participant, as defined above.
During the fourth and final phase we counted the number of times
each participant requested to view the biofeedback monitor.
Results and discussion

Fig. 1 displays the spontaneous GSR fluctuations of the two
groups in the three phases of the experiment. We tested the first
two hypotheses within a 2 (OC tendencies: high vs. low) X 3 (phase:
P1-P3) mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) with number of
spontaneous GSR fluctuations as the dependant measure.
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Fig. 1. Spontaneous GSR fluctuations by phase and OC tendencies.
Consistent with our first prediction, the high OC group had
a significantly higher number of spontaneous GSR fluctuations
(M¼ 10.58, SD¼ 8.35) than the low OC group (M¼ 4.68, SD¼ 6.83),
F(1, 42)¼ 6.57, p¼ .014. To test our second prediction, we examined
the interaction contrast of high vs. low OC tendencies and viewing
vs. not viewing the monitor (P2 vs. P1 and P3). Consistent with our
prediction, this interaction contrast was significant, F(1, 42)¼ 4.93,
p¼ .03, reflecting a different effect of viewing the monitor on the
two groups. As Fig. 1 illustrates, high OC participants improved
their performance when they viewed the monitor in the second
phase as compared to the first, F(1, 42)¼ 8.06, p¼ .006, whereas
low OC participants did not, F(1, 42)¼ .33, p¼ .56.

Finally, we conducted a two-tail independent sample t-test to
examine the hypothesis that high OC would be more inclined than
low OC participants to request the biofeedback monitor during the
fourth phase. Consistent with this prediction, high OC participants
asked to see the monitor more times (M¼ 2.90, SD¼ 1.63) than the
low OC participants (M¼ 1.04, SD¼ 1.46), t(42)¼ 3.99, p< .001.

As predicted, high OC participants, compared to low OC
participants, performed more poorly on the relaxation task. More
importantly, when an external proxy for relaxationwas provided in
the form of the biofeedback monitor, high OC participants per-
formed better whereas low OC individuals did not. Finally, when
given the opportunity, high OC individuals were more likely to
request this external proxy.

We believe that the performance improvement of high OC
participants with the inclusion of the biofeedback apparatus is
accounted for by their diminished ability to access their own feel-
ings of relaxation. Conversely, low OC participants, whose subjec-
tive experience of internal states and feelings is intact, did not show
a significant performance change. The inclination of high OC
participants, as compared with low OC participants, to rely on the
biofeedback apparatus when given the opportunity also suggests
a diminished ability to access their own feelings of relaxation. To
compensate for this lack of access to their internal sense of relax-
ation, high OC participants chose to rely on a previously learned
and useful external proxy, whereas low OC participants did not feel
the need to rely on this proxy.

Study 1 had several limitations. The choice presented in this
study between relying on external objective proxies and relying on
subjective inner feelings was given in the context of achieving
a distinct goal (of relaxation). Trying to succeed in this task may
have invoked perfectionist tendencies, which are associated with
OCD (e.g., Antony, Purdon, Huta, & Swinson, 1998; Frost, Marten,
Lahart, & Rosenblate, 1990; Frost & Steketee, 1997), in the high OC
participants. It might be that high OC participants relied on the
monitor in order to do their very best in this task rather than
because they were doubtful regarding their internal experience of
relaxation. In addition, the task used in Study 1 did not include
a direct measurement of participants' subjective assessment as to
their inner experience and we could not contrast this assessment
against objective physiological measures. These limitations were
addressed in our next study.

Study 2 e self-perception of relaxation: the effects of false
feedback

Self-perception theory (Bem,1972) asserts that people can learn
about their attitudes, preferences and other internal states from
their knowledge about their overt behavior and the circumstances
in which that behavior occurred, in much the same way as do
external observers. Self-perception processes and effects have been
long demonstrated in a wide variety of domains (for reviews, see
Fazio, 1987; Olson & Hafer, 1990), such as formation of attitudes (e.
g., Fazio, Zanna, & Cooper, 1977; Nisbett & Valins, 1971), personal
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characteristics and dispositions (e.g., Darley & Fazio, 1980; Fazio,
Effrein, & Falender, 1981; Winkielman, Schwarz, & Belli, 1998),
motivation (e.g., Deci, 1971; Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett, 1973), self-
esteem (e.g., Jones, Rhodewalt, Berglas, & Skelton, 1981), and
emotions (e.g., Bem, 1965; Damrad-Frye & laird, 1989; Olson, 1992;
Valins, 1966).

When first formulating the self-perception theory, Bem (1972)
speculated that individuals would infer their internal dispositions
(e.g., attitudes, emotions) from their overt behavior only when
“internal cues are weak, ambiguous, or uninterpretable” (p. 2). It
was assumed that to the extent that individuals lack access to their
internal dispositions, they will have to infer their internal states
from external cues (Wood, 1982). Several studies have supported
this prediction regarding strong vs. weak attitudes (e.g., Chaiken &
Baldwin, 1981; Holland, Verplanken, & Van Knippenberg, 2002;
Wood, 1982). More directly relevant to the proposed studies,
Detwiler and Zanna (1976) found that self-perception effects due to
false physiological feedback had its clearest and strongest effect
when prior knowledge about the stimulus object was minimal.

Our model predicts that high OC individuals, as compared with
low OC individuals, would be more susceptible to self-perception
effects in relation to internal states. We predict this to be the case
because we hypothesize that Bem's (1972) assertion regarding self-
perception effects in situations of weak and ambiguous internal
cues is more of a constant condition regarding OC individuals as to
their inner feelings and subjective conviction. When asking
themselves “how do I feel?” high OC individuals would find it more
difficult to assess their internal state and would resort, instead, to
external signals that may inform them about their own feelings.

In Study 2 we examined this hypothesis with a false physio-
logical feedback procedure. Using false physiological feedback in
self-perception research of emotions and internal states was first
introduced in a classic study by Valins (1966). Valins' male partic-
ipants looked through photographs of women and rated their
attractiveness while listening to a recorded sound of a heartbeat,
which they mistakenly believed to be their own. Participants rated
as more attractive the pictures that they viewed while listening to
an increased heartbeat. Presumably, this was the case because
participants interpreted their own heartbeat as indicative of
attraction. Valins concluded that participants' self-perceptions or
attribution of physiological arousal were a major determinant
regarding their emotional experience (Woll & McFall, 1979). The
primary finding on the effect of false physiology feedback was
replicated with a variety of emotional experiences (e.g., Hirschman,
1975; Woll & McFall, 1979), including anxiety and relaxation (e.g.,
Borkovec, Wall, & Stone, 1974; Holmes & Frost, 1976; Leboeuf, 1980;
Shahidi & Powell, 1988).

In this study, we examined the effect of false feedback on
reported relaxation levels. Based on the reasoning explained above,
we predicted that the high OC group, as compared with the low OC
group, would be more susceptible to the influences of self-
perception. Specifically, we predicted that high OC participants
would rely more on the false biofeedback in judging their own level
of relaxation in comparison to the low OC group, which would rely
more on their internal feeling of relaxation. We predicted no effect
of the false feedback on the actual relaxation measure in either
group.

Method

Participants

Two hundred and thirteen psychology students (150 women, 63
men) at Tel-Aviv University were screened using the OCI-R (see
above; Foa et al., 2002). As in Study 1, we invited students who
scored at the top and bottom of the distribution for participation in
this study. The final sample included 36 students (M age¼ 22.6
years, SD¼ 1.73, range¼ 19e28 years): Eighteen (13 women and 5
men) with high OC tendencies (M¼ 34.94, SD¼ 6.43) and 18 (13
women and 5 men) with low OC tendencies (M¼ 3.38, SD¼ 1.24), t
(34)¼ 20.44, p< .001. The scores in the high OC group ranged
between 28 and 48, and in the low OC group between 1 and 5. The
two groups differed significantly on all subscales of the OCI-R. None
of the participants had previous experience with biofeedback.
Participants signed an informed consent and received course credit
for participation.
Apparatus and measures

Autonomic arousal levels were measured by the same biofeed-
back apparatus used in Study 1. Obsessiveecompulsive tendencies
were measured by the OCI-R, as in Study 1.

Anxiety levels
Subjective levels of current anxiety were measured by the short

form of the State subscale of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI-6; Marteau & Bekker, 1992). The STAI-6 is a 6 item measure
that assesses subjective feelings of anxiety and tension at the
particular moment during which the test is completed. Rating is
done on a 4-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 4
(very much). The STAI-6 produces scores similar to those obtained
using the full 20 item State subscale of the STAI (Spielberger,
Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970). It has been shown to have good val-
idity, test-retest reliability and internal consistency across subject
groups manifesting normal and raised levels of anxiety. The STAI-6
remains sensitive to different degrees of anxiety while offering
a briefer and more acceptable scale for participants (Marteau &
Bekker, 1992).
Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a small and quiet room
and received the same introduction to the biofeedback apparatus as
in Study 1. In addition, participants in this study were told that
“usually the biofeedback apparatus functions quite well, although
its reliability is not a hundred percent, so that sometimes the
feedback given as to levels of relaxation is not accurate.” This
explanation was followed by a 3-min interval of watching a screen
saver on the monitor, in order to permit the participant's arousal
level to return to its baseline level before the start of the experi-
ment and to minimize prior sources of attribution regarding par-
ticipant's relaxation levels.

The study included two false 5-min pre-programmed biofeed-
back phases, one of a descending line graph signaling to partici-
pants increase in relaxation, and one of an ascending line graph
signaling a decrease in relaxation. The order of the two false pre-
programmed biofeedback phases was counter-balanced across
participants. Before each relaxation phase participants were
instructed to “try and relax deeply” while being monitored by the
biofeedback apparatus. They were told that they will be able to
view the biofeedback monitor and were asked to refrain from
talking or moving as much as possible during the different phases.
After each relaxation phase participants were instructed to
complete the STAI-6. Before the second relaxation phase partici-
pants again watched a 3-min screen saver on the monitor, in order
to permit the participant's arousal level to return to its baseline
level before proceeding to the next phase. While participants
viewed the false biofeedback monitor, we measured their actual
spontaneous GSR fluctuations, as defined above, in order to rule out
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a possible alternative explanation of real relaxation level differ-
ences between the two biofeedback phases.

Results and discussion

We tested our hypotheses with a 2 (OC tendencies: high vs.
low)� 2 (trend: upward vs. downward) mixed-model ANOVAwith
STAI-6 score as the dependant measure. Consistent with our
prediction, the interaction was significant, F(1, 34)¼ 9.77, p< .001,
reflecting a differential effect of the false biofeedback on the two
groups. As Fig. 2 shows, high OC participants were more affected by
the false biofeedback when judging their level of relaxation
compared to low OC participants.

In order to rule out real relaxation level differences between the
two false biofeedback phases among the two groups, which might
serve as an alternative explanation to the interaction we found, we
conducted a 2 (OC tendencies: high vs. low)� 2 (trend: upward vs.
downward) mixed-model ANOVA with number of spontaneous
GSR fluctuations as the dependant measure. Consistent with our
prediction, there was no interaction between trend and OC
tendencies, F(1, 34)¼ .44, p¼ .51, indicating that real relaxation
level differences between the two false biofeedback phases among
the two groups did not exist (see Fig. 3). There were no other
significant effects.

As predicted, high OC participants, compared to low OC
participants, relied more on the false biofeedback in judging their
own internal state of relaxation, indicating that they were more
susceptible to self-perception effects. This effect could not be
accounted for by the actual state of relaxation, which did not
interact with OC tendencies.

We believe that the inclination of the high OC participants to rely
on the false biofeedback reflects their tendency to rely on external
proxies in order to compensate for their diminished ability to access
their own internal states. This proposition is consistent with Bem's
(1972) suggestion that self-perception effects would be especially
strong in situations of weak and ambiguous internal states, a condi-
tion we believe characterizes the experience of high OC individuals.

General discussion

The present studies were driven by the hypothesis that OC
tendencies are related to a reduced sense of subjective conviction,
which leads people with high OC tendencies to rely on external
proxies as a means to compensate for this deficiency. We examined
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this hypothesis using a biofeedback-aided relaxation procedure, in
which relaxation was used as a vague internal state and the
biofeedback monitor was used as an external proxy.

Our findings are consistent with previous descriptions of the
pervasiveness of doubt in OCD (Janet, 1903; Rapoport, 1989; Reed,
1985; Shapiro, 1965). They extend previous findings regarding
mistrust in general memory abilities, decision-making, concentra-
tion abilities, attention and perception in OCD to include feelings
and internal states. These findings complement the models
proposed by Szechtman and Woody (2004), by Boyer and Lienard
(2006) and by Summerfeldt (2004). First, they expand the
proposed deficiency to non-security-related areas and to internal
states not related to incompleteness feelings. Second, they propose
the use of proxies as a means to cope with this deficiency. Our
results corroborate both of these additional propositions.

Our findings may also be related to studies examining explicit
and implicit processing in OCD, which suggest that OC indivi-
duals rely on explicit processing as a compensation strategy to
overcome a deficit in implicit processing. Studies by Rauch et al.
(1997) and Deckersbach et al. (2002) showed that OCD patients
employ explicit processing in tasks that usually involve implicit
processing. Joel et al. (2005) supported these conclusions by
showing impaired performance of OCD patients in the card
betting task, which is considered to require implicit learning.
They interpreted this finding as indicating that the OCD patients
relied on explicit rather than implicit processing. Similar
conclusions were reached by Marker, Calamari, Woodard, and
Riemann (2006), who proposed that impaired implicit
processing and learning in OCD results in a compensatory reli-
ance on explicit learning strategies. From this perspective it is
possible to interpret the reliance of OC individuals on the
biofeedback as reflecting an inclination toward explicit learning
of how to achieve and judge the internal state of relaxation.

The two studies presented here are a preliminary examination
of the hypothesis that high OC individuals have deficient subjective
convictionwhich leads them to rely on objective, verifiable proxies.
Many questions remain to be resolved in regard to the nature of this
deficiency in OCD, its relation to rituals and its effects on OC indi-
viduals' lives, and future research should try and clarify these
questions. First, further research is needed to clarify why and how
a general deficiency in feeling of knowing or subjective conviction
expresses itself in specific realms or worlds of content. We believe
this deficiency to be a primary feature of OCD, rather than just
a symptom or a part of the disorder's phenomenology, leading to
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vulnerability to feelings of doubt and uncertainty. But the question
of why it is that one individual experiences doubt in regard to
locking the door, another with regard to the cleanness of his hands,
and still another with regards to his level of understanding remains
open. A possible answer is that the lack of subjective conviction
might serve as a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite for the
development of OCD. It might be that a second prerequisite is
needed, namely, some indication of importance regarding a specific
area of content. Second, while there is typically a logical relation
between one's realm of doubt and one's ritual or proxy, future
research is still needed to clarify the development of the specific
proxy used as a compensation strategy and its elaboration over
time. Third, it would be important to examine whether relying on
external cues and proxies, as a compensation strategy for weak
subjective conviction, varies with the seriousness of making
a mistake or the looming presence of threat.

There are some limitations of these studies that need to be
addressed in future research. The present studies examined our
hypothesis in a specific context, namely in trying to achieve a state
of relaxation with biofeedback as an external proxy. Results from
our first study suggested a real difference between high and low OC
participants regarding relaxation abilities. Since OCD is currently
considered an anxiety disorder (Bartz & Hollander, 2006) and
classified as such in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) it seems
imperative to test our model with a task not confounded with
relaxation ability. Future studies should examine our hypothesis in
the context of other domains that require access to subjective states
besides relaxation ability, including other physical states as well as
attitudes, feelings and preferences. In addition, our findings are
based on a non-clinical, highly functioning, largely female student
sample and their generalization to OCD requires replication with
a clinical sample. Still, we believe that this line of research can
facilitate the understanding of the mechanisms that create and
maintain the incessant doubts and repeated checking that are
hallmarks of OCD. If OC tendencies are indeed associated with
seeking and reliance on external proxies, this relationship may also
shed light on the development of rituals, which can be understood
as rules and procedures aimed to compensate for the loss of
internal conviction (Shapiro, 1965; Reed, 1985).

Finally, the proposed model can be integrated into existing
cognitive and meta-cognitive therapy for OCD. For example,
patients can be informed about mechanisms that undermine
conviction and can lead to the development of rituals, such as
repeatedly questioning and examining their own feelings and
preferences. The reframing of the ritual as an external proxy
designed to buttress one's weak subjective conviction can be
explained to patients with emphasis on the high “price” the
patient typically pays for using these proxies, which only further
undermine the patients' internal conviction and experience. In
addition, patients can be helped, with the aid of biofeedback
procedures, to learn to identify and control internal states such as
tension and anxiety, and perhaps to generalize this ability to
other internal states in regard to which they may experience
uncertainty. Future research should examine the viability of
acquiring a general skill of identifying and relying on internal
states, which may help to counter the self-doubt that is so
pervasive in OC individuals.
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